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Maintaining customer trust

Secure Reliable



Broken promises

Secure Reliable
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Incidents at Coinbase

Tools Process
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Facilitating incident management

Enable communication Enable fast and secure changes 

to software and infrastructure

Automate and guide to 

complete the process
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Meet Julia

• Software developer

• Portfolio development team

• Primarily uses JavaScript, Ruby, 
HTML, and CSS

• On-call this week
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Incident commander
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Granting access to AWS

Production Sales Sandbox Sales Development Sales 

Production Portfolio Sandbox Portfolio Development Portfolio 

Production Finance Sandbox Finance Development Finance 



Investigate incident



Investigate incident



Policy for read role

{

"Action": [

"cloudwatch:Describe*",

"cloudwatch:GetMetricStatistics",

"cloudwatch:GetMetricData",

"cloudwatch:List",

],

"Effect": "Allow",

"Resource": "*",

"Condition": {

"Bool": {

"aws:SecureTransport": "true"

}

}

}



Incident problem



Incident solution

Adjust database configurations
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Resolve incident



Codified AWS infrastructure

AWS resources 

are codified

Changes are 

auditable

Changes are 

reversible

Validations 

enforce best 

practices



Codifying AWS resources

Codify 
changes

Create pull 
request

Planned 
changes 

Merge 
changes

Codification 
applied
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Enabling developer access to AWS

Stateful and stateless 

services on Amazon 

EC2

AWS Lambda AWS Step Functions Static assets in 

Amazon S3
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Where incident response goes wrong

Recurring incidents Long-term tech debt Blaming, finger-pointing



Ideal incident response process

Major incident requires incident response



When to proceed with the postmortem process

Sev1

Sev2

Sev3

Sev4

Sev5



Ideal incident response process

Major incident requires incident response

Schedule postmortem



Successful postmortems

Blameless Deep root cause analysis



Ideal incident response process

Major incident requires incident response

Schedule postmortem

Complete incident metrics



Metrics matter

Identify outliers Capture trends

Time to detect Time to engage Time to fix Autodetection Communication



Ideal incident response process

Major incident requires incident response

Schedule postmortem

Complete incident metrics

Send retrospective email



Retrospective email

Visibility Sharing knowledge Prioritized 
improvements



Ideal incident response process

Major incident requires incident response

Schedule postmortem

Complete incident metrics

Send retrospective email

Biweekly engineering postmortem review meeting



How incident response can go well



Reminder Bot architecture

Amazon SES Lambda function

Lambda function

Incident 

commander

Amazon Simple Email 

Service

Slack

Jira

All 

developers



AWS Lambda features

• Schedule events

• High availability

• No provisioning or managing servers

• Pay per use



Resources:

reminder: 

Type: AWS::Serverless::Function

Properties:

CodeUri: ./

Handler: “reminder”

...

Events:

Schedule:

Type: Schedule

Properties:

Schedule: cron(0 17 ? * MON-FRI *)

retroemail:

Type: AWS::Serverless::Function

Properties:

CodeUri: ./

Handler: “retroemail”

...

Events:

Schedule:

Type: Schedule

Properties:

Schedule: rate(5 minutes)

AWS SAM template



Controlling access

{ 
"Version": "2012-10-17", 
"Statement": [ 

{ 
"Effect": "Allow", 
"Action": [ 

"ses:SendEmail", 
"ses:SendRawEmail" 

], 
"Resource": "*", 
"Condition": { 

"Bool": { 
"aws:SecureTransport": "true" 

}, 
"StringLike": { 

"ses:FromAddress": [ ”reminderbot@" ] 
} 

} 
} 

] 
}



Back to shipping code



Reminder to schedule postmortem meeting



Postmortem meeting



func main() {

lambda.Start(func(_ interface{}) (interface{}, error) {

incidentReminders := make(map[jira.Issue]string)

incidents := jiraClient.GetAllIncidents()

for _, incident := incidents {

reminders := getIncidentReminders(incident)

incidentReminders[incident] = reminders

}

for incident, reminders := range incidentReminders {

slack.sendDirect(incident.Fields.Assignee.EmailAddress, reminders)

}

return nil, nil

}

}

Reminder Bot collects the reminders for Julia



Reminder to complete metrics



Writing the retrospective email



func RetroTemplateEmail(incident jira.Issue, metrics map[string]string, followupsExist bool) error {

service := createSESClient()

subject, body := assembleRetroEmail(incident, metrics, followupsExist)

recipient := incident.Fields.Assignee.EmailAddress

err = sendEmailInput(service, recipient, sender, subject, body)

if err != nil {

return errors.Wrap(err, ”send retro email failed”)

}

}

Reminder Bot creates a retrospective template email



Auto-generated retrospective email template



func PostMortemReviewTimeEmail(meetingTime time.Time, meetingRooms []string, 

reviewIncidents, inViolationIncidents []jira.Issue) error {

service := createSESClient()

subject, body := assemblePMRTEmail(meetingTime, meetingRooms, reviewIncidents, inViolationIncidents)

recipient := incident.Fields.Assignee.EmailAddress

err = sendEmailInput(service, recipient, sender, subject, body)

if err != nil {

return errors.Wrap(err, ”send retro email failed”)

}

}

Reminder Bot creates a reminder email for the 
meeting



Biweekly engineering postmortem review email



Incident response process

Major incident requires blameless retrospective

Schedule postmortem

Complete incident metrics

Send retrospective email

Biweekly engineering postmortem review meeting
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Standardizing communication

Remote communicationSharing data in real time Documenting eventsTracking



Enable developers within AWS

AWS infrastructure AWS infrastructure changes



Guide engineers through the process
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Thank you!
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